
A New Nation Struggles To Find Its Footing: Power Struggles in the Jeffersonian Era 1800-1809 

 
Beginning of distinctly different political parties, all of which 

maintained their own agenda. 

Political parties were not mentioned in the Constitution, as many 

believed it too dangerous to involve common people too deeply in 
politics 

“Anti-Federalists” (pro-strong states; Jefferson and Madison)  v. 

“Federalists” (pro-central federal government; Washington and 

Hamilton) 
“Republicanism” – a philosophy which replaces the king/monarchy 

with a government of and by the people with frequent elections, 

freedom of religion and the separation of different branches of 

government.  ALL IN AMERICAN WERE UNITED IN THEIR 
EMBRACE OF REPUBLICAN IDEALS. 

 

1800 election – Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr tie, John Adams 

third.   Alexander Hamilton, who dislikes Jefferson but despises 
Burr, casts tiebreaking vote.  Burr never forgives Hamilton. 

Jefferson becomes president; Burr vice-President 

 

Election is 1800 is viewed by historians as a revolution. 
Jefferson’s inaugural address sought to bring in moderate 

Federalists and all republicans, except for Alexander Hamilton and 

his Hamiltonian Federalist followers. 

It is significant for its unprecedented democratic transfer of power.   
Jefferson: “Honest friendship with all nations; entangling alliances 

with none.” 

 

Jefferson pardoned ten Republican editors who were serving 
sentences under the Sedition Law; Government returned many 

fines; under Jefferson Government ‘for’ the people becomes the 

emphasis; movement initially toward small government; ended 

property tax (begun 1798 by Hamiltonian Federalists); reduced size 
of standing army but lent importance to a stronger navy; 

emphasized development of an agrarian nation; anti-Federalist 

1802 citizenship possible after five years of residency. 

 
Judiciary Act of 1801 

Adams appoints judges until his last day in office, including his 

‘midnight appointments’  

Accused of packing the court, the new Congress overturns the 
appointments. 

John Marshall, most important Supreme Court Justice in US 

history, serves 34 years maintaining his federalist ideology 

regardless of which party controlled legislative or executive branch. 
 

Marbury v.Madison, 1803 

‘Midnight judge’ William Marbury sued (on behalf of other judges 

too) for delivery of his commission which was being held up by 
secretary of state James Madison (under Jefferson’s orders.)  

Marshall gave the Supreme Court power to rule a law by Congress 

as unconstitutional. 

This contrasted with the Kentucky Resolutions, where Jefferson had 
claimed states had that right. 

Power of the Supreme Court and judicial branch greatly enhanced. 

Louisiana Purchase, 1803 

US fears Napoleon was a military threat, and that western territory 

along the Mississippi River might join Napoleon. 

Jefferson casts away his anti-Federalist leanings when he purchases 
New Orleans and the Louisiana Territory for $15 million from the 

French. 

Constitutional issue: Nowhere in the Constitution does it authorize the 

President to purchase land.  Jefferson secretly proposes an amendment 
to allow him to buy the land; doesn’t work.  He submits the treaty to 

Congress (it’s approved) promptly before Napoleon changes his mind. 

 

Impeachment of Samuel Chase, 1804 
Jefferson is outraged that judicial review increased the power of the 

Federalist-dominated Supreme Court at the expense of the legislative 

and executive branches. 

Jefferson supports Congressional Republicans in their efforts to remove 
Chase; Senate fails to convict him early-1805. 

Significance: reassured the independence of the judiciary and 

separation of powers 

 
12th Amendment to the Constitution, 1804 

Dispute over who should elect President continues.   

Pre-1804, Congressional representatives vote, with most votes being 

President and 2nd most being Vice President.  This did not account for 
political parties.  The new system accounts for such political parties 

 

Tripolitan War 1801-1805 (aka Barbary Wars) 

Jefferson initially reduced size of army and navy, directly in response to 
Hamilton’s wish to make both larger. 

North African states (Algiers, Tripoli, Morocco, Tunis) have been 

blackmailing and blundering US merchant ships for years in the 

Mediterranean Sea. 
Federalists had been forced to buy protection from Algeria. 

In response to Tripoli declaration of war against Us in 1801, Jefferson 

increases size of navy.  Tripoli loses 1805 

 
1804 Essex Junto 

A small group of Federalist extremists who plotted for New England’s 

secession from the union and the creation of a seven-state northern 

confederacy (States: NY, NJ, MA, CT, RI, NH, VT) 
Federalist-dominated New England felt threatened by Jefferson’s 

political dominance and the power shown in the Louisiana Purchase. 

Plotters courted Hamilton to run for governor of NY and then to lead 

the secessionist movement; he refuses; they then court Burr, who 
hesitates to join; Hamilton defeats Burr and publicly exposes the plot. 

 

1804 Aaron Burr kills Alexander Hamilton in an “affair of honor” (a 

duel), which reflected a decades-worth of accumulated grievances 
between the two, although this particular duel was sparked by the 

negative political campaigns in NY. 

 

 
 

 

Burr Conspiracy, 1806 

Aaron Burr attempts to separate the western part of the United 

States and unite it with to-be-conquered Spanish territory west of 

the Louisiana Territory and parts of northern Mexico. 
Initially supported by James Wilkinson (military governor of upper 

Louisiana), who later exposed plot to Jefferson 

Burr arrested in 1806, but case was dropped when the Supreme 

Court could not find two witnesses.  Jefferson’s prior statement that 
Burr was guilty of treason “…beyond a doubt” would be called into 

question with the cases dismissal. 

 

Yazoo Land Controversy 
Jefferson’s opponents (led by his cousin John Randolph) accused 

Jefferson supporters of an illegal land transfer in Georgia. 

Georgia wrongly had sold millions of acres prior to turning and 

over to the federal government. 
Four companies had bribed Georgia legislators for land grants 

Jefferson and Madison attempt to repay new (corrupt) land owners 

for lands ceded to the federal government, believing they were 

entitles to compensation. 
Significance: Created strife within Republican party and weakened 

Jefferson during his second term. 

 

1807 Embargo Art (repealed 1809) 
Reasoned that a United States embargo would force Britain and 

France to respect its rights; it actually hurt the United States far 

more than it did others. 

Interpreted Congressional power ‘to regulate commerce’ meant it 
could stop exports. 

Undermined Jefferson’s state-rights philosophy 

Embargo was a disaster to United States economy; 1807 United 

States exports = $108 million; in 1808 = $22 million 
New England trade most affected; in south and west) cotton, 

tobacco and grain left unsold. 

Why did embargo fail?  United States overestimated British 

reliance on American trade; embargo not in effect long enough or 
administered effectively; act was three times more costly than the 

war itself; act worsened relationship between the United States and 

everyone; northeastern Federalists undermined the embargo 

through smuggling activities. 
The Embargo Act inadvertently sparked the Industrial Revolution 

in America!  Why?  New England was forced to become self-

sufficient once again (textile factories drew dramatically). 

 
Most serious “foreign” policy problems came from three groups – 

Native Americans, British and Spanish.   

All three attempted to separate the west from US influence. 

 
1809 Non-Intercourse Act replaces Embargo Act; reopened trade 

with all except Britain and France 

 

Jefferson could have won a third presidential term, but he feared to 
set the precedent would lead to eventual dictatorship, so he stepped 

aside.   


